
Dealing with 
Anti-Social 
Behaviour



i
This leaflet tells you what to do if 
other people´s behaviour annoys, 
upsets or frightens you. If you are 
being frightened or upset because 
of racial or homophobic behaviour, 
please ask us for a copy of our 
leaflet called ´Racial and Homophobic 
Bullying`.  It will tell you how we can 
help. 

If you would like this leaflet in another 
language or format (such as large 
print, audio or Braille) or if you require 
the services of an interpreter, please 
phone your Housing Officer on 0845 
241 6041..

Jeśli chcieliby Państwo otrzymać tę 
publikację w innym języku lub formacie 
(na przykład dużym drukiem, w wersji 
dźwiękowej lub brajlem) albo potrzebują 
Państwo usługi tłumacza, prosimy o 
zatelefonowanie do Biura Obsługi Klienta 
pod numer: 0845 241 6041.

0845 241 6041
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Progress Housing Group is your 
landlord. We either own or manage the 
property you live in. You pay rent to us 
to allow you to live in your home. In 
return you have certain rights and 
responsibilities as a tenant.

Progress Housing Group is a 
member of LiLAC. LiLAC stands for 
Leeds Independent Living 
Accommodation Company.

One of your rights is to be able to live 
in your home in peace. You should not 
have to feel frightened about living in 
your home.

One of your responsibilities as a tenant 
is not to bully other people or to annoy, 
upset and frighten them. Other people 
also have a right to live in their own 
home in peace. These people may share 
their home with you or they may live 
somewhere else.

It is also your responsibility, as a tenant, 
to make sure that your visitors do not 
annoy, threaten or harm other people.
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What is anti-social behaviour?

If someone annoys, frightens or upsets 
another person by what they do or say, 
this is called anti-social behaviour.

It may be that you are behaving in this 
way towards other people. It may be 
that someone you share your home 
with, or someone living in the area 
around where you live, is upsetting you 
with their behaviour.

Anti-social behaviour might happen just 
once or it could happen all the time.  

There are lots of different types of  
anti-social behaviour. Some types are 
more serious than others. Here are some 
examples:

• Making too much noise

• Saying something nasty to someone

• Hurting someone physically

• Threatening to hurt someone

• Racial, homophobic and other bullying

• Nuisance from pets

• Nuisance from children or teenagers
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• Criminal activity, like using your home
to sell drugs

• Graffiti

• Nuisance from vehicles

• Abusing drugs, alcohol or solvents

• Not looking after your garden or other
outside areas

• Damaging a property

• Domestic abuse

Anti-social behaviour is very upsetting. It 
can ruin people’s lives and make them 
very unhappy or ill. 

Progress Housing Group takes 
anti-social behaviour very seriously. 
If this type of behaviour is upsetting 
any of our tenants, we will support 
them to sort the problem out. 

However, we will take action against 
any of our tenants, or their visitors, 
who annoy, frighten or upset other 
people in this way. This could mean 
the tenant losing their home.
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What should I do if I am being upset 
by anti-social behaviour?

You should first talk to the person whose 
behaviour is upsetting you. You may 
want to ask your support worker to help 
you to do this. 

Sometimes people do not know that 
their behaviour is upsetting or frightening 
someone else. Asking them calmly and 
politely to stop the behaviour often sorts 
a problem out.

Sometimes people behave in annoying 
and frightening ways because they are 
mentally unwell or they need more help 
to cope with everyday life. If the person 
upsetting you is also one of our tenants, 
your support worker may be able to help 
you to sort these problems out.
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If talking does not work, what can I 
do?
You cannot always sort problems out by 
just talking about them, or you may be 
too frightened to talk to the person who 
is annoying you. In these cases you, or 
someone acting for you, can ask us to 
help sort out the problem. Our contact 
details are on the back page.  

It is best if you tell us about your problem 
by writing to us. This is in case the 
problem becomes more serious and we 
have to take legal action to stop it. 

When you contact us, tell us:

• Your name, address and phone
number

• What happened and when

• If it has happened more than once

• Who upset you and where they live, if
you know

• The details of anyone who saw or
heard what happened

• If you have reported what happened
to the Police

• What you have done so far to sort out
the problem, if anything

• How what happened made you feel

• If you are happy for us to talk to the
person who has upset you
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What will you do about the problem?

We will always:

• Treat all complaints of anti-social
behaviour seriously

• Treat what you tell us with confidence,
unless you say otherwise

• Listen to what you tell us and offer you
advice

• Work with your support worker and
others who can help sort the problem
out, like the Police or Social Services

• Ask you to keep notes about any
incidents that happen

We will tell you within 24 hours of 
receiving your complaint:

• Who will be dealing with your
complaint

• What we are going to do to stop the
problem

• How quickly we will take this action

• Anything we want you, or your
support worker, to do
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What else can you do?

We will look into your complaint and 
gather more information together as 
quickly as possible. We will then discuss 
with you, and your representatives, the 
best way to deal with the problem.  

What we do next will depend on the 
problem and the information that you 
give us. We cannot take action against 
another person just because someone 
has complained about them. We will 
need some proof about what has 
happened. 

We will agree an action plan with you, 
which may include:

• Visiting the person causing the
problem

We will only visit the person causing the 
problem if you tell us that you are happy 
for us to do so. 

• Working with other groups

We will work with others, such as your 
support worker, the Police, Social 
Services or other landlords, to try to 
sort the problem out. If you have been 
threatened or attacked, then the Police 
may be able to take action.
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• Arranging for you to talk to a
mediator

Sometimes problems between two 
people can be sorted out by talking to 
a person who is trained to help. This 
person listens to what both people have 
to say and helps them to find an answer 
to the problem. They will treat what you 
tell them in confidence and will not take 
sides. This is called mediation and the 
person is called a mediator. We can 
arrange for you to talk to a mediator.

• Drawing up an Acceptable
Behaviour Contract

This is a written agreement where the 
person causing the problem agrees to 
stop their behaviour.

• Getting an Injunction Order

An Injunction Order is a legal instruction 
that tells the person frightening you to 
stop their behaviour. The Order may 
tell them not to come near you, or your 
home.

• Applying for an Anti-Social
Behaviour Order

This is a court order that tells someone 
to stop behaving in a way that upsets 
other people.
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• Trying to evict a tenant

If the person who is causing a nuisance 
is a tenant, then their behaviour will 
mean that they have broken the rules of 
their tenancy. We may ask a court of law 
for a Possession Order. This could mean 
that the tenant loses their home.

What if I feel that I am in danger?

We will give you the support that you 
need if you feel that your safety is 
threatened.  

We will discuss your concerns with you 
and we might be able to:

• Help you find somewhere else to live

• Install an alarm system

• Provide witness protection

• Strengthen doors and locks

• Get you more support

• Employ professional witnesses to
gather information
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What happens next?

We will regularly update you on how 
things are going.

If we agree to take legal action, then we 
will support you through this process. 
You do not have to give evidence in 
court if you do not want to.

We may need to collect other 
information before we can take action to 
stop the problem. For example:

• Getting you to fill in a diary of events if
the problem carries on

• Taking photos of events or damage
caused

• Getting video or tape recordings of
events taking place

• Using special witnesses to gather
evidence

Closing your case

We will write to you when we close your 
case and tell you why. We can  
reopen your case if the problem begins 
again. If you are unhappy with how we 
have dealt with your case then ask for 
a copy of our leaflet called ‘Giving Us 
Feedback’. This tells you how to make a 
complaint.
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What happens if I am being harmed 
within my own home?

We will support you if someone living, 
visiting or working in your home is 
physically, sexually or emotionally 
harming you. We will help you make an 
action plan, which may:

• Keep you safe in your own home

• Help you to move out of your home

• Help you to take legal action

You can also contact your local Social 
Services department for advice. They 
have special plans for the protection of 
vulnerable adults. If you do not know 
how to contact them, then you may ask 
a friend or relative to help you or you can 
contact us.

Here are some useful contacts, if you 
want to talk to someone about being 
harmed in your home:

• National Domestic Violence Helpline
Telephone 0808 2000247

• Men’s Advice Line and Enquiries
Telephone 08450 646800
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How can I be a better neighbour?

There are some simple ways to try to get 
along with your neighbours:

• Say hello

Be friendly with your neighbours and 
say hello to them when you see them. 
If there are problems, always be polite 
when you talk to them about the matter.

• Be a good pet owner

If you have a pet, make sure that it does 
not make too much noise. You must 
clear up after your pet and make sure 
that it does not cause any damage. 
Some of our properties are not suitable 
for pets. You must always ask for our 
permission before getting a pet.

• Be considerate towards others

You must keep the areas outside 
your home tidy and free from rubbish. 
Remember that your noise can upset 
other people, so do not have your TV or 
any music turned up loud, particularly 
after 9pm. If you have visitors at your 
home, ask them to be quiet when they 
leave.
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The service you can expect from us

To make sure that we provide you with 
an excellent service, we set standards 
that we aim to meet for each area of our 
service.

We promise: When we will do 
this:

To write to tell you 
how we can help and 
how quickly.

Within 24 hours 
of getting your 
compliant.

To visit you quickly to 
discuss the problem, 
in cases of serious 
anti-social behaviour.

Within 24 working 
hours of you telling us 
about the problem.

To visit you to discuss 
the problem, in less 
serious cases of anti-
social behaviour.

Within 5 working 
days of you telling us 
about the problem.

To put a long-term 
action plan in place.

Within 10 working 
days.
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Progress Housing Group
 New Pudsey Court, 101 Bradford Road, 

Pudsey, Leeds LS28 6AT

Telephone: 0845 241 6041 
Fax: 0845 241 6042

Email: enquiries@progressgroup.org.uk
Website www.progressgroup.org.uk/lilac
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Progress Housing Group Supported Living is a member of LiLAC

Leeds Independent Living Accommodation Company

mailto:enquiries@progressgroup.org.uk
http://www.progressgroup.org.uk/lilac

